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Arts and Education Council names 2021 Katherine Dunham Fellow

*Washington University in St. Louis junior selected in program for African American future arts leaders*

ST. LOUIS – Jan. 21, 2021 – The Arts and Education Council has named Amaya Wallace the 2021 Katherine Dunham Fellow. Wallace is a junior studying sociology and African & African American studies at Washington University in St. Louis. She is the 11th individual to be named a Katherine Dunham Fellow. The inaugural recipient in 2011 was Antionette D. Carroll, a TED Fellow and founder and CEO of Creative Reaction Lab. The Katherine Dunham Fellowship, created and funded by Sara and Jack Burke and managed by the Arts and Education Council, promotes diversity in arts leadership by giving African American students an opportunity to explore, gain experience and be mentored in arts administration.

“Amaya’s passion for the arts, spirit of activism and curiosity align with the Arts and Education Council’s vision to shape a vibrant arts community for all. We are excited to spend the semester with her as she develops skills in the field of art administration, gains valuable mentorship and provides fresh perspectives with the Arts and Education Council,” said Cynthia Davis, Arts and Education Council director of grants and programs.

In high school, Wallace directed “A King’s Story,” an award-winning one-act play that covers topics like police brutality. This experience led her to discover a passion for activism, that coupled with her passion for the arts, allowing her to use arts as a tool for social change.

Wallace’s fellowship began this week and continues through the spring semester. She will receive a $3,000 stipend, experience in all the critical skills needed to manage an arts organization – including fundraising, corporate relations, database management, fiscal and board management – and mentorship from current arts administrators and leaders.

The program is named in honor of legendary dancer, choreographer, educator and social activist, Katherine Dunham. Considered one of the most successful dancers of the 20th century, Dunham founded the Performing Arts Training Center (PATC) at the Southern Illinois University-Edwardsville East St. Louis Center. Dunham taught dance, along with foreign language, cultural history and anthropology at the PATC.

For more information about the Arts and Education Council’s Katherine Dunham Fellowship, visit KeepArtHappening.org/KatherineDunham.

###

Download Amaya Wallace’s photo [here](#).
**About the Arts and Education Council: Keep Art Happening.** – The Arts and Education Council ensures the 16-county, bi-state region is rich with arts and cultural experiences for all through programs and services that support more than 70 organizations each year, including: general operating grants, arts incubation at the Centene Center for the Arts, PNC Program Grants, the Creative Impact Fund, the Arts and Education Fund for Teachers, Bayer Fund Rural Community Arts Program grants, Arts and Healing Initiative, the Art Education Fund, the Catalyst Innovation Lab, the Katherine Dunham Fellowship, the stARTup Creative Competition, Leadership Roundtables, Arts Marketers, the St. Louis Suburban Music Educators Association, the Keep Art Happening Scholarship and the St. Louis Arts Awards.

The Arts and Education Council is entirely funded by individual donors, corporations and foundations in the St. Louis region. Since its inception in 1963 as the region’s only privately-supported united arts fund, the Arts and Education Council has raised and distributed more than $100 million in private funding for the arts – a significant contribution that directly impacts the quality of life in our region. The Arts and Education Council meets all 20 Better Business Bureau Charity Standards and has earned the Wise Giving Seal of Approval, a three-star rating from Charity Navigator and a Guidestar Exchange Gold Participant rating.
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